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INTRODUCTION
Over the past five years, investment in real asset strategies has increased
by 325%, with 80% of institutions targeting up to 15%, and two-thirds still
feeling they are underinvested.1 One of the main reasons for the increase
in allocations to real assets is that investors are looking to manage risk in a
new way with new tools. From the high correlation across assets through
the recessions of 2001-2003 and 2007-2009, many investors are moving
from traditional asset class allocations defined by security type to risk-type
based allocations.2 For example, rather than defining asset classes by
traditional definitions like stocks, bonds, and real estate, investors are
considering asset classes by risk-type similarities that tend to provide
inflation protection and diversification. Popular risk-based allocation
models often include growth, income, liquidity, and real assets as
categories for portfolio construction.
In this paper, a group of real assets will be defined as an investable index
created to measure the performance of the underlying asset class and to
serve as an index benchmark. This is the first time a complete set of liquid
real assets (infrastructure, property, natural resources, and inflation bonds)
have been combined in an index by using equities, fixed income, and
futures. The S&P Real Assets Index gives investors an innovative yet
simple tool that may improve diversification and inflation protection while
seeking to meet the risk requirements of today.

WHAT ARE REAL ASSETS?
Despite the inflows into real assets, it has been a loosely defined space.
To illustrate this, the range of real asset definitions can include tangible
assets, assets with inflation and diversification properties, and investments
that are independent from the variations in the value of money. The
following are a few definitions from well-known sources that have emphasis
on different characteristics.
1

Source: Greenwich Associates 2014 Institutional Real Assets Research. Based on 107 respondents in 2014.

2

Source: Cerulli’s Investment Management Report, 2013. Cerulli Associates, in partnership with the Institutional Investor Institute. Based on
27 corporate-defined benefits, 33 public-defined benefits, 15 endowment/foundation, and 14 defined contribution respondents in 2014.
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1. In an investment concept, a real asset is defined as a good that is
independent from variations in the value of money.3
2. Real assets are physical or tangible assets that have value, due to their
substance and properties. Their value is derived from a contractual
claim on an underlying asset, which may be real or intangible. For
example, commodities and property are real assets, but commodity
futures, ETFs, and real estate investment trusts constitute financial
assets for which value depends on the underlying real assets.4
3. Real assets is its own asset class that aims to have either an explicit or
implicit return correlation to inflation. Real assets include inflation-linked
bonds, commodities, and real estate, or some combination of those
assets. This can potentially enhance portfolio diversification, mitigate
inflation risk, and provide more stable real (after-inflation) returns.5
4. Real assets are often defined as physical or tangible assets that tend to
provide a “real return,” often linked to inflation. This definition
encompasses a wide range of potential investments, including real
estate, infrastructure, timberlands, agrilands, commodities, precious
metals, and natural resources. Additionally, real-return financial
instruments, such as inflation-protected bonds, are often included in the
real asset conversation as well.6
Not only asset managers differ in opinions about what are real assets, but
investors also disagree about the topic. However, most consider real
estate, infrastructure, and raw materials to be real assets. The results of
two surveys7 of institutional investors found that more than 90% of those
surveyed classified real estate and commodities (land and forests, precious
metals, and agriculture) as real assets. The level of agreement decreases
in the case of renewable energy, infrastructure, and ships. Equities are
frequently classified as real assets because the purchaser of shares
acquires an interest in the company. Luxury goods such as art, jewelry,
and vintage cars are also often defined as real assets. Given the variety of
opinions on what comprises real assets and their recent high demand, the
S&P Real Assets Index was launched to help define the asset class and
allow investors an easy way to measure it.
Real assets are like other asset classes when it comes to index inclusion
criteria. Despite the many different types of assets that are commonly
viewed as real assets, like private real estate, private infrastructure,
physical commodities, and farmland, only listed real assets that have
pricing availability and liquidity fit within an investable indexing framework.

3

Source: Deutsche Bank. DB Research. June 6, 2012.

4

Source: Investopedia. http://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/realasset.asp, viewed on May 23, 2013.

5

Source: PIMCO. http://www.pimco.com/EN/Solutions/Pages/DiversifiedRealAsset.aspx?origin=Strategies.

6

Source: Brookfield.
http://www.brookfield.com/_Global/42/img/content/File/marketing/private_funds/2013/BAM_WhitePaper_Nov_2013_F_PR.pdf. Viewed on
Jan. 21, 2015.

7

Source: Greenwich Associates 2014 Institutional Real Assets Research. Based on 110 respondents in 2014. Steinbeis Study 2010.
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The S&P Real Assets Index includes global infrastructure (35%), property
(25%), natural resources (35%), and inflation-linked bonds (5%), using
stocks (50%), bonds (40%), and futures (10%). It is constructed as a
weighted-return index, using the components and weights illustrated in
Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1: S&P Real Assets Index Components and Weights

Equities are
frequently
classified as real
assets because
the purchaser of
shares acquires
an interest in the
company.

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes. Index target weights
are rebalanced to these percentages every April and October.

Although most investors view real assets divided into the aforementioned
categories, it is important to note that the S&P Real Assets Index reflects
these categories using all public, liquid, and eligible instruments to capture
the full picture of the asset class. This index is the first of its kind to utilize
such a broad spectrum that goes beyond equities to include fixed income
and futures. The index holds 50% equities, 40% fixed income, and 10%
commodity futures, allowing the full (public) capital structure of real asset
companies to be represented.
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Exhibit 2: Breakdown of S&P Real Assets Index Components and Weights
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Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes. Index target weights
are rebalanced to these percentages every April and October.

ASSET WEIGHTINGS INSIDE REAL ASSETS
Just as the eligibility criteria for inclusion follow traditional indexing rules
requiring pricing data availability and liquidity, the basic weighting
methodology for real assets is drawn from traditional indexing that uses
market capitalization to apply weights to constituents. First, the floating
market capitalization and outstanding market value for each equity and
fixed income index component of infrastructure, property, natural resources,
and inflation-linked bonds for a three-year period were examined to
determine size and stability. The proportions showed high relative stability,
allowing fixed weights to be applied and rebalanced twice per year, in April
and October.
Since commodity futures have no market capitalization, their weight is set
to 10%, which is a general constraint for allocation models that yield
excessively high unconstrained weights from commodity futures’ low
correlation to other asset classes. Since, historically, commodity futures
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have a similar risk/return profiles as equities, despite the low correlation,8
investors that allocate to commodity futures are likely to take money from
equities to do so. For this reason, the weight of natural resource equities is
also set to 10% to match the allocation of commodity futures. From this set
allocation, the floating market capitalization of the equity natural resources
is removed from the total market value used to calculate relative weights.

With the S&P Real
Assets Index,
investors may
achieve more
diversification and
inflation protection
than with just
equities or any
single asset.

Additionally, the outstanding market value of USD 3 trillion dollars of
inflation-linked bonds is removed from the total market value, since it is
disproportionately large compared with the fixed income market value
outstanding in infrastructure, property, and natural resources. Furthermore,
similar to commodity futures, inflation-linked bonds tend to have low
correlation to other asset classes, so models often yield a high weight that
can be excessive, especially for their relatively low volatility. Since there is
a wide range of optimal inflation-linked bond allocations based on
assumptions, the weight is set to 5% of the index and equals 12.5% of the
fixed income portion. Each remaining component is relatively weighted by
its floating market capitalization and outstanding bond market value as a
percentage of the total market value, as measured by the equities and fixed
income components.

WHY USE REAL ASSETS?
The two main reasons investors use real assets are for diversification and
inflation protection. The S&P Real Assets Index design incorporates both
equities and fixed income in an attempt to fully represent companies, plus it
adds commodity futures for the most direct exposure to natural resources.
The result is that investors may achieve more diversification and inflation
protection than with just equities or any single real asset.

Inflation
Based on back-tested data, the S&P Real Assets Index has demonstrated
relatively strong inflation protection, with a correlation of 0.43 to inflation
and an inflation beta of 4.2, as measured by year-over-year returns
measured monthly and the CPI.9 Inflation beta can be interpreted as a 1%
increase in inflation results in a 4.2% increase in the return of the S&P Real
Assets Index from April 2006 to December 2015.

8

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices. S&P 500® annualized return equals 8.0% and risk equals 15.0%. S&P GSCI ® annualized return equals
6.9% and risk equals 19.1%. The correlation between the S&P 500 and S&P GSCI is 0.18. All measures use monthly data from January
1976 to December 2013. Historical results are not indicative of future results.

9

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices. Inflation beta data are measured by CPI-U as listed on the website:
ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt.
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Exhibit 3: Real Assets Inflation Protection
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0.06

CPI YOY Index
S&P Real Assets Index YOY%
Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Back-tested data from April 2005 to December 2015 and
measures year-over-year changes. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Chart is
provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the
Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent
limitations associated with back-tested performance. The S&P Real Assets Index was launched Dec.
31, 2015. All data prior to the launch dates are back-tested.

Until now, the real assets indices publicly available have been based on
only equities or a single asset category. To demonstrate the power of
combining the assets and capital structure, like in the S&P Real Assets
Index, the correlation to inflation and inflation beta can be found for the
equity composite of property, infrastructure, and natural resources, then for
each component alone in addition to solely inflation-linked bonds in Exhibit
4. Only natural resources show a higher inflation protection, which is to be
expected given that the same energy and food components in the CPI are
included in the commodity futures index, and that energy is the most
volatile component of CPI. The inflation-linked bonds are, by definition,
highly correlated to the CPI because their value is based on inflation;
however, the inflation beta is relatively low.10

10

Each single real asset category is defined by the S&P Real Assets Index and the indices inside the category component are weighted
proportionally to its weighting in the composite index. For example, infrastructure equities are 20% and infrastructure bonds are 15% in the
S&P Real Assets Index, so the weights used inside the hypothetical sector category for infrastructure in the analysis are 57% in
infrastructure equities, as represented by the Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Composite Index, and 43% in infrastructure bonds,
as represented by the Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Broad Market Corporate Bond Index.
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Exhibit 4: Correlation to Inflation and Inflation-Linked Beta
INFLATION BETA

CORRELATION TO
INFLATION

6.6

0.63

4.8

0.34

S&P Real Assets Index

4.2

0.43

Inflation-Linked Bonds (Fixed Income Only)

3.2

0.65

Property (Equity + Fixed Income)

3.0

0.20

Infrastructure (Equity + Fixed Income)

2.9

0.34

ASSET CLASS
Natural Resources (Equity + Fixed Income +
Commodity Futures)
Property, Infrastructure, and Natural Resources
(All Equity Only)

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of December 2015. Table is provided for illustrative
purposes.

Diversification

Because their
underlying
characteristics are
alike in many
ways, real assets
are moderately
correlated to each
other.

Because their underlying characteristics are alike in many ways, real assets
are moderately correlated to each other. However, there is enough
difference so that the average correlation between each compared to the
group is only 0.58-0.67. The commodity futures and natural resource
equities of timber and forestry have the lowest correlation, under 0.60, while
the natural resource bond and infrastructure equities are more highly
correlated to the rest of real assets (see Exhibit 5).
Exhibit 5: Correlation Among Indices and Real Assets
INDEX

AVERAGE
CORRELATION TO
OTHER REAL
ASSETS

S&P Global LargeMidCap Commodity and Resources Corporate Bond

0.67

Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Composite

0.66

S&P Global Developed Sovereign Inflation-Linked Bond

0.65

Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Broad Market Corporate Bond

0.65

S&P Global LargeMidCap Commodity and Resources

0.64

Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities

0.63

Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities Corporate Bond Index

0.60

Dow Jones Commodity Index

0.59

S&P Global Timber and Forestry

0.58

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.

The correlation in equities is higher than in the bonds, as shown by the
relatively strong correlation between the S&P 500 and the S&P Real Assets
Index of 0.83, and a weak correlation of 0.24 between the S&P U.S.
Aggregate Bond Index and the S&P Real Assets Index.
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Exhibit 6: Correlation Matrix
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Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. The Sharpe Ratio uses the one-month Treasury rate as of Dec. 31, 2015 of 0.14%.
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/data-chart-center/interest-rates/Pages/TextView.aspx?data=yield.

This is a key to diversification within the S&P Real Asset Index that includes the entire spectrum of
assets. When moving from a portfolio of 100% equities to a mix of 60% equities and 40% fixed income
to a mix of 50% equities, 40% fixed income, and 10% real assets, the potential for risk management is
clearly demonstrated. While the annualized return drops slightly from 7.0% to 6.2% to 6.0%,
respectively, the annualized risk drops meaningfully from 14.7% to 8.9% to 8.4%, respectively.
Meanwhile, the Sharpe Ratio, a measure of risk-adjusted return, increases from 0.47 to 0.68 to 0.70,
respectively. That is impressive considering the natural resources annualized return of only 2.7%
compared with 7.0% for the S&P 500 over the past 10 years.
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Exhibit 7: Back-Tested Historical Performance for Hypothetical Portfolios
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Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Back-tested monthly data from April 2005 to December 2015.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes and
reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this
document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested
performance. The S&P Real Assets Index was launched Dec. 31, 2015. The S&P U.S. Aggregate
Bond Index was launched July 15, 2014. All data prior to the launch dates are back-tested.

The poor performance of natural resources is apparent when evaluating the
addition of each real asset compared to the addition of the composite S&P
Real Assets Index to equities and fixed income. The low correlation of
commodity futures and natural resource bonds to the S&P 500 is not
enough to improve the Sharpe Ratio. On the other hand, if an identical
exercise is performed with infrastructure rather than natural resources, the
Sharpe Ratio increases significantly to 0.73 when moving 10% away from
equities in the simple 60% equity/40% fixed income portfolio and into
infrastructure for a portfolio of 50% equities, 40% fixed income, and 10%
infrastructure, but the inflation protection is relatively weak. Adding only
inflation-linked bonds was undesirable as shown by the return loss, and the
equity sleeve of real assets or property was not as efficient, yielding Sharpe
Ratios of 0.68 and, 0.67, respectively. In fact, the high correlation of the
equity real assets to the S&P 500 increased the risk and the volatility of
property increased the risk.
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Exhibit 8: Sharpe Ratio, Return, and Risk Comparison
Sharpe
Ratio

Annualized
Return (%)

Annualized
Risk (%)

0.47

7.0

14.7

0.68

6.2

8.9

-

-

-

Infrastructure (Equity + Fixed Income)

0.73

6.2

8.3

Inflation-Linked Bonds

0.72

5.8

7.9

S&P Real Assets Index

0.70

6.0

8.4

Property, Infrastructure, and Natural
Resources (Equity Only)

0.68

6.2

9.0

Property (Equity + Fixed Income)

0.67

6.1

9.0

Asset Class
S&P 500 (100%)
S&P 500 (60%)/
S&P U.S. Aggregate Bond (40%)
S&P 500 (50%)/S&P U.S. Aggregate
Bond Index (40%)/(10%) Listed Asset:

The S&P Real
Assets Index is
redefining the
investable index
and benchmarking
space with the
combination of
infrastructure,
property, natural
resources, and
inflation-linked
bonds using
equities and fixed
income plus
commodity
futures.

Natural Resources (Equity + Fixed Income
0.67
5.8
8.4
+ Commodity Futures)
Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Back-tested monthly data from April 2005 to December 2015.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes and
reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this
document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested
performance. The S&P Real Assets Index was launched Dec. 31, 2015. The S&P U.S. Aggregate
Bond Index was launched July 15, 2014. All data prior to the launch dates are back-tested.

CONCLUSION
Despite the recent inflows and high interest in real assets, defining them
has been challenging. Therefore, the S&P Real Assets Index is redefining
the investable index and benchmarking space with the combination of
infrastructure, property, natural resources, and inflation-linked bonds using
equities and fixed income plus commodity futures. The definition is
executed using the traditional eligibility criteria of pricing availability and
liquidity combined with the market capitalization weighting scheme
commonly used in indexing.
The results show that by including this wide range of assets in a composite
index, better inflation protection and diversification may be achieved.
Although the natural resources sector alone has a higher inflation protection
than the S&P Real Assets Index, the return performance has been
unattractive when combined with a portfolio of stocks and bonds. Also,
while the infrastructure sector adds efficiency to the stock/bond mix, the
inflation protection is low compared with the S&P Real Assets Index.
Overall, the S&P Real Assets Index demonstrates strong characteristics for
portfolio diversification and inflation protection.
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APPENDIX
Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities Index
The Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities Index (RESI) represents equity real estate
investment trusts (REITs) and real estate operating companies (REOCs) traded globally.
http://www.djindexes.com/mdsidx/downloads/fact_info/Dow_Jones_Global_Select_Real_Estate_Securi
ties_Index_Fact_Sheet.pdf

Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Composite Index
The Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Composite Index includes global companies globally
that qualify as "pure-play" infrastructure companies—companies whose primary business is the
ownership and operation of infrastructure assets, activities that generally generate long-term stable
cash flows. The index is designed to measure all sectors of the infrastructure market. The index
includes Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) in addition to other equity securities.
http://www.djindexes.com/infrastructure/

S&P Global LargeMidCap Commodity and Resources Index
The S&P Global LargeMidCap Commodity and Resources Index is designed to measure the
performance of constituents that fall into three different natural resources buckets: energy, materials,
and agriculture. This tradable index provides investors with liquid exposure to the natural resources
market and offers a more balanced index by capping each bucket at 33.33%.
http://spindices.com/indices/equity/sp-global-largemidcap-commodity-and-resources-index-us-dollar

S&P Global Timber & Forestry Index
The S&P Global Timber & Forestry Index is designed to measure 25 of the largest publicly traded
companies engaged in the ownership, management or the upstream supply chain of forests and
timberlands. These may be forest products companies, timber REITs, paper products companies,
paper packaging companies, or agricultural product companies that are engaged in the ownership,
management, or the upstream supply chain of forests and timberlands.
http://spindices.com/indices/equity/sp-global-timber-and-forestry-index

Dow Jones Commodity Index
The Dow Jones Commodity Index is designed to be a broad measure of the commodity futures market
that emphasizes diversification and liquidity through a simple, straightforward, equal-weighted
approach.
http://spindices.com/indices/commodities/dow-jones-commodity-index
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Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Broad Market Corporate Bond Index
The Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Broad Market Corporate Bond Index is a market-valueweighted index that is designed to track the performance of corporate debt issued by infrastructure
companies globally.
http://spindices.com/indices/fixed-income/dow-jones-brookfield-global-infrastructure-broad-marketcorporate-bond-index

Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities Corporate Bond Index
The Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities Corporate Bond Index is designed to measure the
performance of corporate debt issued globally by real estate companies.
http://spindices.com/indices/fixed-income/dow-jones-global-select-real-estate-securities-corporatebond-index

S&P Global LargeMidCap Commodity and Resources Corporate Bond Index
The S&P Global LargeMidCap Commodity and Resources Corporate Bond Index is designed to
measure the performance of corporate debt issued globally by commodity and resource companies.
http://spindices.com/indices/fixed-income/sp-global-largemidcap-commodity-and-resources-corporatebond-index

S&P Global Developed Sovereign Inflation Linked Bond Index (USD)
The S&P Global Developed Inflation-Linked Bond Index is a broad, comprehensive, market value
weighted index designed to track the performance of the inflation-linked securities market in developed
countries.
http://spindices.com/indices/fixed-income/sp-global-developed-sovereign-inflation-linked-bond-index

FIXED INCOME INDEX CONTACT INFORMATION
New York
J.R. Rieger, Head

james.rieger@spglobal.com

212-438-5266

Kevin Horan, Director

kevin.horan@spglobal.com

212-438-8814

Heather McArdle, Director

heather.mcardle@spglobal.com

212-438-3927

Jason Giordano, Director

jason.giordano@spglobal.com

212-438-1298

Mexico
Jaime Merino, Director

jaime.merino@spglobal.com

+5215543774203

Hong Kong
Michele Leung, Director

michele.leung@spglobal.com

+852-25328041
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PERFORMANCE DISCLOSURE
The S&P Real Assets Index was launched on Dec. 31, 2015. The S&P U.S. Aggregate Bond Index was launched July 15, 2014. All
information presented prior to an index’s Launch Date is hypothetical (back-tested), not actual performance. The back-test calculations are
based on the same methodology that was in effect on the index Launch Date. Complete index methodology details are available at
www.spdji.com.
S&P Dow Jones Indices defines various dates to assist our clients in providing transparency. The First Value Date is the first day for which
there is a calculated value (either live or back-tested) for a given index. The Base Date is the date at which the Index is set at a fixed value for
calculation purposes. The Launch Date designates the date upon which the values of an index are first considered live: index values provided
for any date or time period prior to the index’s Launch Date are considered back-tested. S&P Dow Jones Indices defines the Launch Date as
the date by which the values of an index are known to have been released to the public, for example via the company’s public website or its
datafeed to external parties. For Dow Jones-branded indices introduced prior to May 31, 2013, the Launch Date (which prior to May 31, 2013,
was termed “Date of introduction”) is set at a date upon which no further changes were permitted to be made to the index methodology, but
that may have been prior to the Index’s public release date.
Past performance of the Index is not an indication of future results. Prospective application of the methodology used to construct the Index
may not result in performance commensurate with the back-test returns shown. The back-test period does not necessarily correspond to the
entire available history of the Index. Please refer to the methodology paper for the Index, available at www.spdji.com for more details about
the index, including the manner in which it is rebalanced, the timing of such rebalancing, criteria for additions and deletions, as well as all
index calculations.
Another limitation of using back-tested information is that the back-tested calculation is generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight. Backtested information reflects the application of the index methodology and selection of index constituents in hindsight. No hypothetical record can
completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. For example, there are numerous factors related to the equities, fixed
income, or commodities markets in general which cannot be, and have not been accounted for in the preparation of the index information set
forth, all of which can affect actual performance.
The Index returns shown do not represent the results of actual trading of investable assets/securities. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC maintains
the Index and calculates the Index levels and performance shown or discussed, but does not manage actual assets. Index returns do not
reflect payment of any sales charges or fees an investor may pay to purchase the securities underlying the Index or investment funds that are
intended to track the performance of the Index. The imposition of these fees and charges would cause actual and back-tested performance of
the securities/fund to be lower than the Index performance shown. As a simple example, if an index returned 10% on a US $100,000
investment for a 12-month period (or US $10,000) and an actual asset-based fee of 1.5% was imposed at the end of the period on the
investment plus accrued interest (or US $1,650), the net return would be 8.35% (or US $8,350) for the year. Over a three year period, an
annual 1.5% fee taken at year end with an assumed 10% return per year would result in a cumulative gross return of 33.10%, a total fee of US
$5,375, and a cumulative net return of 27.2% (or US $27,200).
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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
Copyright © 2016 by S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a part of S&P Global. All rights reserved. Standard & Poor’s ®, S&P 500 ® and S&P ® are
registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”), a subsidiary of S&P Global. Dow Jones ® is a registered
trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”). Trademarks have been licensed to S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC.
Redistribution, reproduction and/or photocopying in whole or in part are prohibited without written permission. This document does not
constitute an offer of services in jurisdictions where S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones, S&P or their respective affiliates (collectively
“S&P Dow Jones Indices”) do not have the necessary licenses. All information provided by S&P Dow Jones Indices is impersonal and not
tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons. S&P Dow Jones Indices receives compensation in connection with licensing its
indices to third parties. Past performance of an index is not a guarantee of future results.
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Exposure to an asset class represented by an index is available through investable instruments
based on that index. S&P Dow Jones Indices does not sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or manage any investment fund or other investment
vehicle that is offered by third parties and that seeks to provide an investment return based on the performance of any index. S&P Dow Jones
Indices makes no assurance that investment products based on the index will accurately track index performance or provide positive
investment returns. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC is not an investment advisor, and S&P Dow Jones Indices makes no representation
regarding the advisability of investing in any such investment fund or other investment vehicle. A decision to invest in any such investment
fund or other investment vehicle should not be made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this document. Prospective investors are
advised to make an investment in any such fund or other vehicle only after carefully considering the risks associated with investing in such
funds, as detailed in an offering memorandum or similar document that is prepared by or on behalf of the issuer of the investment fund or
other vehicle. Inclusion of a security within an index is not a recommendation by S&P Dow Jones Indices to buy, sell, or hold such security,
nor is it considered to be investment advice.
These materials have been prepared solely for informational purposes based upon information generally available to the public and from
sources believed to be reliable. No content contained in these materials (including index data, ratings, credit-related analyses and data,
research, valuations, model, software or other application or output therefrom) or any part thereof (Content) may be modified, reverseengineered, reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written
permission of S&P Dow Jones Indices. The Content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. S&P Dow Jones Indices and
its third-party data providers and licensors (collectively “S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties”) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness,
timeliness or availability of the Content. S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties are not responsible for any errors or omissions, regardless of the
cause, for the results obtained from the use of the Content. THE CONTENT IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS. S&P DOW JONES
INDICES PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE
ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT’S FUNCTIONING WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE
WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties be liable to any party for any
direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses
(including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the
possibility of such damages.
S&P Dow Jones Indices keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and
objectivity of their respective activities. As a result, certain business units of S&P Dow Jones Indices may have information that is not available
to other business units. S&P Dow Jones Indices has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain non-public
information received in connection with each analytical process.
In addition, S&P Dow Jones Indices provides a wide range of services to, or relating to, many organizations, including issuers of securities,
investment advisers, broker-dealers, investment banks, other financial institutions and financial intermediaries, and accordingly may receive
fees or other economic benefits from those organizations, including organizations whose securities or services they may recommend, rate,
include in model portfolios, evaluate or otherwise address.
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